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Memory studies have enjoyed a boom in German historiography
over the past fifteen years or so. This has been largely due to a shift
in interest brought about by the onset of a new period in German his-
tory beginning with the fall of the Berlin Wall, which coincided with
the rise of cultural history as the leading approach in Anglo–
American historical scholarship on Germany and in Germany itself.
Not surprisingly, the resulting end of the Cold War division of the
two German states lent itself to the emergence of a set of new ques-
tions, most prominently with regard to the twelve years from 1933 to
1945 as the central epoch of twentieth-century German history. While
the collapse of the Cold War order did not stop historians from con-
tinuing to pursue the historical analysis of every imaginable facet of
the Nazi regime, a new trend which looks at its afterlife in the Federal
Republic and the GDR has come to prominence alongside the once
dominant search for the answer to the question of why things went
so terribly awry. As Alon Confino observed in a recent article: ‘We
are now much more interested in the consequences than in the ori-
gins of National Socialism in East and West Germany and in their
links to Nazi society, politics, economy and culture.’1
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That the interest of exponents of what has lately become the dom-
inant trend in contemporary German history, that is, cultural history,
in the post-1945 offshoots of the regime should in one way or anoth-
er be connected to the question of memory, in particular, to that of
the war and the Holocaust, again is not surprising. This is primarily
the result of the growth of memory culture both in Germany and
abroad, as evidenced in the proliferation, since the 1990s, of local,
regional, and national memorials and commemorative ceremonies as
reminders of the victims of Nazi aggression. This trend culminated
and, some have argued, may now have come to a conclusion in the
recent opening of Peter Eisenman’s Memorial to the Murdered Jews
of Europe in Berlin.2

Common to the titles under review here is that, in one way or
another, they deal with culture, including everyday and material cul-
ture, and its relationship to the memory of Nazism in the post-war
era. One example of a cultural history which centres on this memory
in relation to the built environment is Gavriel D. Rosenfeld’s Munich
and Memory. Rosenfeld’s comprehensive study of more than 225 of
Munich’s ‘culturally significant’ buildings and monuments recon-
structed or erected since 1945 succeeds very well in explaining how
the rebuilding of the erstwhile ‘capital of the movement’ for the first
three decades after the war was predominantly, yet not exclusively,
informed by attempts to make that heritage forgotten. Bavaria’s cap-
ital, which had suffered heavy bomb-damage, was reconstructed
either following ‘traditional’, that is, mostly older historicist or neo-
classicist models (1945 to 1958), or by employing modernist architec-
tural language (1958 to 1975). Only in a third postmodernist phase
since the mid-1970s can one discover more than the occasional exam-
ple of what the author considers to be the only appropriate form of
urban reconstruction after the destruction brought about by the
regime, that is, a ‘critical preservationist’ architecture. The latter is
characterized by a desire for active engagement with the past
through the preservation of its memory by the erection of a number
of important memorials for the victims of Nazi racist policies. 

During a process which Rosenfeld labels ‘normalization’, begun
by the US occupation authorities but quickly adopted by Munich and
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2 Cf., e.g., ‘Gebirge an Schuld’, Spiegel-Gespräch mit Norbert Frei, Spiegel
Special, 4 (2005): Die Deutschen 60 Jahre nach dem Kriegsende, pp. 46–9, at 49.



Bavarian officials, Nazi architecture left intact by the war was either
demolished altogether or stripped of the most overt emblems of the
regime and given a new purpose. A good example of demolition and
normalization is provided by the ideologically important party and
state buildings erected between 1933 and 1937 on and near the
Königsplatz. Along with the Feldherrenhalle, they were of prime
importance for Nazi self-representation. The square itself had origi-
nally been a gem of nineteenth-century classicism, created by, among
others, Leo von Klenze during the rule of Hellenophile King Ludwig
I to celebrate the close relationship between Bavaria and Greece.
Under the Nazi regime the architecture of this ensemble was altered
in a number of ways to inject a sense of Nazi might and power into
domestic and foreign audiences—with varying success. Among
other changes its grassy mounds were paved over with granite slabs,
which led to it being ironically called the ‘flagstone sea’ (Plattensee) in
local parlance. The most prominent Nazi additions to the square
were the twin Temples of Honour as crypts where the sixteen ‘mar-
tyrs’ of the 1923 beerhall putsch attempt were reburied and publicly
honoured with resurrectionist rituals. Further additions were the
monumental neo-classical Führerbau, during 1938 the location of one
of Hitler’s major pre-war foreign policy successes (the signing of the
Munich Agreement), and the NSDAP Administration Building. 

Protected by camouflage netting, these buildings, along with
Hitler’s House of German Art, survived the Allied bombing raids
completely intact, which meant that after 1945 discussions began on
what to do with them. The temples were eventually almost com-
pletely erased in compliance with a direct order from Eisenhower,
the implementation of which, however, was delayed by almost two
years of deliberations about whether an alternative use for them was
feasible. The twin party buildings in turn were ‘normalized’ by con-
verting them into the city’s music academy and a research institute
for art history. As Rosenfeld sums up: ‘At the Königsplatz, two dif-
ferent strategies of forgetting competed with one another: normal-
ization and demolition. Although both strategies shared the same
aim, normalization banished memory more effectively’ (p. 91). The
‘traditionalists’ dominated the attempt at collective forgetting in the
urban environment until the late 1950s. They by and large success-
fully defended their aesthetic preferences against modernist inroads
by asserting that Nazism itself was a product of modernity. In doing
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so they did not even have to acknowledge that the neo-classicism
they advocated was itself an architectural style very dear to Hitler. 

Things changed when the economic miracle had its full impact on
a rapidly expanding city—Munich’s population crossed the one mil-
lion threshold in 1957—and a new cityscape of commercial and civic
projects emerged. This is when modernism came to the fore and a
larger number of innovative buildings were constructed. Examples
are high-rises such as Franz Hart’s Federal Patent Office of 1959 and
the Hertie department store at Münchner Freiheit designed by the
latter and Rolf Schütze in 1964. In Munich, like everywhere else in the
West during the 1960s, ‘modernism [became] identified as the archi-
tecture of democracy’ (p. 153), a process which culminated in the
famous Behnisch and Partners designs for the Munich Olympic
Games of 1972. In order to create an impression of openness and
transparency, the stadium and the other venues relied on light ma-
terials such as glass and steel. They, along with Otl Aicher’s designs,
realized Willy Brandt’s exhortation to use the Games as an ‘opportu-
nity to show the modern [that is, a democratic] Germany to the
world’ in the built environment.3

But, supposedly, Germany was not a country like any other, and
Munich was not an ordinary city. It is arguable whether Rosenfeld’s
judgement is adequate when he points out that because modernism
in architecture was virtually unchallenged during these years, like
traditionalism, it contributed to a forgetting of the past, ‘as memory
wanes through consensus and is preserved through contestation’ (p.
152). The reader detects an underlying accusation, as if the forgetting
of the Nazi past were at the heart of the West German incarnation of
the modernist project. 

Rosenfeld is certainly justified in his condemnation of efforts to
forget when it comes to ‘normalization’, to the post-war structures of
turncoat Nazi architects who continued to build as though nothing
had happened. He is also spot-on when analysing some of the build-
ings of postmodernists, such as Alexander von Branca’s Neue
Pinakothek of 1981, for example, which in the spirit of Helmut Kohl’s
‘blessing of a late birth’ (Gnade der späten Geburt) was explicitly meant
‘to normalize German architecture by rehabilitating traditional build-
ing forms and aesthetic approaches stigmatized by their use in the
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Third Reich’ (p. 244–5). Moreover, he shows convincingly that even
where monuments and commemorative sites were created until the
mid-1970s, including the re-naming of streets and squares, the major-
ity were devoted to politically convenient, that is, conservative and
Catholic resistance figures, rather than to other victims of the regime.
Examples of this are the prominent after-lives of Jesuit priests Alfred
Delp and Rupert Mayer and of the middle-class Scholl siblings of the
resistance group White Rose in the urban environment, whereas the
courageous deeds of working-class outsiders such as Georg Elser,
whose bomb in the Bürgerbräukeller on 8 November 1939 failed to
kill Hitler by a whisker, were excluded from public commemora-
tion.4 This certainly made it easier to forget the city’s complicity with
the Nazis. 

However, as far as modernism is concerned, Rosenfeld’s norma-
tive stance on what ought to have happened sometimes does not
allow a differentiated picture to emerge. After all, it could be argued
that individuals’ motives matter as much as the outcome of their
actions. The intention of architects such as Günther Behnisch (born
1924), Herbert Groethuysen (1921), and Werner Wirsing (1919), for
example, was not to overcome the legacy of the past by simply eras-
ing its memory, but to create a better Germany by re-connecting its
architecture to international trends which in many respects had orig-
inated in the Bauhaus and its predecessor, the Werkbund. They
belonged to a political generation which had experienced Nazism as
youngsters or young adults and were able to reach positions of influ-
ence in their profession in terms of being entrusted with important
commissions for representative state buildings only in the 1960s. 

It is telling in this respect that Rosenfeld does not deal with the
built environment in a broader sense. This would have included
housing, that is, both individual homes and larger housing and
apartment complexes, such as Wirsing and Günther Eckert’s Wohn-
heimsiedlung am Maßmannplatz (1954–7) for young people of all
social backgrounds. This housing complex was intended to help
overcome the acute housing shortage after the war and to aid in the
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creation of a democratic society by means of architecture which took
its lead from the Werkbund’s 1927 Stuttgart Weissenhofsiedlung.5
Such attempts to purge the Nazi spirit must not be confounded with
an intentional forgetting of the crimes committed by those who
espoused it.

At the same time, Rosenfeld is certainly correct in his basic con-
tention that although all West Germany’s post-war re-building
efforts took Nazi architecture as their negative point of reference,
honest attempts at ‘coming to terms with the past’ (Vergangenheitsbe-
wältigung) by way of ‘critical preservation’ were few and far between
until the mid-1970s.6 One such example from the 1950s, which is vis-
ible to the present day but came about more by accident than design,
is Hans Döllgast’s restoration of the façade of the Alte Pinakothek
which left the memory of wartime destruction intact by employing
relatively simple architectural means. Another was the ruin of the
Armeemuseum, which was left completely untouched until its con-
version into the seat of the Bavarian minister president in the early
1990s—a recent attempt to ‘normalize’ the past, instigated by a Con-
servative regional Bavarian government and executed under the aes-
thetic premisses of postmodernism.

In its focus on the interplay between memory on the one hand and
actual buildings as well as architectural and public discourse about
the urban environment on the other, Rosenfeld’s study is part of
what Alon Confino and Peter Fritzsche in a valuable volume of col-
lected essays term the ‘second generation of memory studies’, which
seek to ‘analyze memory embedded in social networks, and as a com-
mingling of immaterial and material interests and motivations’.7 In
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lich gestalten (Basle, 2005), pp. 9–15, at 9–11. 
6 See also Winfried Nerdinger, ‘Aufbrüche und Kontinuitäten—Positionen
der Nachkriegsarchitektur in der Bundesrepublik’, in Nerdinger and Flor-
schütz (eds.), Architektur der Wunderkinder, pp. 9–22, at 18.
7 Alon Confino and Peter Fritzsche, ‘Introduction: Noises of the Past’, in eid.
(eds.), The Work of Memory: New Directions in the Study of German Society and
Culture (Urbana, Ill., 2002), pp. 1–21, at 4–5.



Confino and Fritzsche’s collection this applies, among others, to
Andrew Bergerson’s essay on Hildesheim and its citizens’ dogged
yet futile attempts to protect the local past against the intrusion of the
memory of a supposedly external Nazi experience, and Jonathan
Wiesen’s account of 1950s West German PR as a site of ‘false memo-
ry’ production. The same recognition that public memory is never
static but subject to frequent change and revision because it is influ-
enced by the differing interests of social actors in time also informs
Herbert Marcuse’s Legacies of Dachau.

Marcuse’s study looks at the changing post-war fortunes of the
first concentration camp, some thirty kilometres north of Munich,
from which the Nazi camp system originated after 1933. Like
Rosenfeld’s book, Legacies of Dachau focuses on the interaction
between memory and the built environment, but much more direct-
ly, as the former camp site at Dachau is a lieu de memoire par excellence
for Nazi crimes. This is true to the extent that the proximity of the
camp—if not the 1,200-year-old municipality a few kilometres from
the camp which, to the present day bears, the stigma of being associ-
ated with the crimes of Nazism—conveniently helped Munich to for-
get its legacy as ‘capital of the movement’. It is telling that in the post-
war period Dachau never succeeded in finding a European ‘sister’
municipality (p. 332), whereas Munich is twinned with Edinburgh,
Bordeaux, and Verona, among other cities.

Like Rosenfeld, Marcuse tells the story of a desire for self-excul-
pation on the part of the residents not only of Dachau, but also of
Bavaria and West Germany as a whole, for much of the first decade
and a half after the war. In fact, this is as much a book about coping
with the past in Dachau as about the ‘politics of the past’ (Vergangen-
heitspolitik) in the Federal Republic in general. This often leads the
author away from his micro-study to undertake extensive forays into
West German post-war history, which makes the book occasionally
repetitive and not always a pleasure to read. 

For Marcuse, the failure to acknowledge responsibility initially
manifested itself in the development of a tri-partite myth which pri-
oritized the ‘victimization’ of Germans over the victims of Germans,
claimed the ‘innocence’ of ‘ordinary Germans’ for most of what had
happened, and even pretended that most Germans had offered some
form of passive ‘resistance’ to the Nazi regime (p. 12). In so doing,
Marcuse confirms Robert Moeller’s findings as well as those of
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German scholars like Helmut Dubiel, Norbert Frei, Bernd Weisbrod,
and others.8 In War Stories Moeller stresses the discrepancy between
a pervasive forgetfulness regarding the millions of victims of Nazism
and a remarkable amount of remembering of the victimization of the
former Volksgemeinschaft during the 1950s, in short, the mnemonic
practice of ‘selective remembering’ prevalent among the German
population.9

However, like Rosenfeld, Marcuse extends his story well into the
present. This means that he includes recent shifts in the politics of
memory which effectively demonstrate Germany’s progress in cop-
ing with the past, a development from ‘reflex to reflection’ (p. 402).
He divides the post-war history of the former concentration camp
into five phases: 1945 to 1948, when it served as a US internment
camp for Nazi criminals and German POWs; 1948 to the early 1960s,
when its barracks provided housing for ethnic German refugees and
expellees from Eastern Europe; 1962 to 1965, when parts of the rem-
nants of the camp were turned into a memorial site; 1965 to 1998,
when, with increasing numbers of visitors, the KZ-Gedenkstätte
became a major tourist attraction; and, finally, the last few years dur-
ing which the memorial site has undergone a number of renovations
to recreate ignored and long-destroyed aspects and parts of its his-
tory and architecture, such as the Bunker, a prison within the prison
and the SS and Gestapo’s torture chamber. This process, which was
completed in May 2003, turned the memorial site into an effective
educational institution, which also has a good website in German
and English. Anyone who plans to visit Dachau should consult it
along with Marcuse’s book.10

Marcuse’s book comprehensively documents the tug-of-war
between the interests of local and regional authorities, which wanted
to demolish the concentration camp, and those of the Comité
International de Dachau (CID), the main survivors’ organization,
which aimed to preserve as much of it as possible. In fact, today’s
memorial site contains only a fraction of what once belonged to the
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camp, and were it not for the initiatives of individual former prison-
ers like the Dominican Friar Leonard Roth and the CSU politician
Josef Müller, nothing of its architecture might have survived at all
(pp. 145, 246–7, 249–50).

A plan which includes the original features of the camp,
destroyed and rebuilt buildings, and post-war additions reads like a
palimpsest of memory. Dachau, of course, is not the only camp which
today looks nothing like it did when it was operational. However,
while survivors’ groups in principle agreed on the necessity of com-
memoration, the different experiences of those imprisoned there,
from so-called ‘asocials’ to Jews, from Polish Catholic priests to
German members of the Protestant Confessing Church, from homo-
sexuals to prominent political figures from all over Europe, to name
just a few of the victimized groups, led to difficult conflicts over the
status of each group’s victimization and, accordingly, the appropri-
ate forms of commemoration. This is why, along with an Inter-
national Memorial (completed 1968), we find a Catholic church (1960),
a Carmelite convent (1964), a Protestant church (1967), a Jewish memo-
rial (1967), and, since 1994, after much resistance from the CID, a
plaque commemorating the suffering of gays (pp. 354–5) in or near the
grounds of the former concentration camp.

A particular strength of Marcuse’s book is that he connects the
history of German collective remembering to a theory of political
generations. While the latter is introduced rather late in the book, and
one might not agree with Marcuse’s cut-off dates which separate the
generations from each other (pp. 292–3), he uses this analytical tool
to great effect to demonstrate shifts in the German culture of memo-
ry. Not surprisingly, Marcuse is particularly scathing when he refers
to those generational cohorts that provided the functional élites of
both the Nazi regime and, after the amnesties of the 1950s, the recon-
struction period.11 For obvious reasons, many of those in positions of
responsibility, who had been born between 1903 and 1925, that is,
members of the ‘generation of perpetrators’, embraced the myths of
victimization, innocence, and resistance, and did their best to block
honest attempts to come to terms with the past. 
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But Marcuse also criticizes the ‘1968ers’. To be sure, he acknowl-
edges that in the longer term members of this generation reinforced
the critical engagement with the Nazi past which, since the late 1950s,
had slowly replaced the previous ‘selective remembering’ for most
Germans. However, despite often heard and self-important declara-
tions to the contrary, that shift was not begun by the generation of the
student activists. Rather, it can be explained by the impact of a com-
bination of international and domestic factors before they entered
upon the scene. To name just a few: the Jerusalem Eichmann trial and
the trial of Auschwitz personnel in Frankfurt; the German release of
films such as Alain Resnais’ Night and Fog (1956); and the publication
of powerful books about the past, most prominently the paperback
edition of Anne Frank’s diary (1955).12

Intellectually and morally this more honest appraisal of the past
was carried by the predecessors of the ‘1968ers’, the so-called ‘scepti-
cal generation’ (Helmut Schelsky) or ‘1945ers’ (A. Dirk Moses), for-
mer members of the Hitler Youth, Flakhelfer, and young draftee sol-
diers who, after the war, felt utterly betrayed by the Nazi regime and
during the 1950s slowly moved into positions of influence in German
society. Without them a KZ-Gedenkstätte Dachau may have never
materialized, even if they may rightly be criticized for establishing a
‘clean’ version of the camp which could not be further from the
‘dirty’ reality of the 1930s and 1940s (pp. 249–51). 

The moral rigidity and self-righteousness of the 1968ers, in turn,
which informed their ‘symbolic civil war’ against their parents’ un-
willingness to face up to the hard facts of their involvement in, or
support of, the regime, ‘reflected rather than solved West Germany’s
problems with the Nazi past’ (A. D. Moses, quoted on p. 299).
Marcuse gives powerful examples of the resulting misunderstand-
ings on the part of anti-establishment activists of this generation.
Their unhistorical critique of the relationship between capitalism and
fascism led them to brandish facile analogies between the present
and the Nazi period, comparing, for example, US military tactics in
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Vietnam with Nazi genocidal methods (p. 313), or their own situation
in the Federal Republic with that of the Jews in Nazi Germany (p.
300). 

But this failure of understanding could also be found on the side
of the former victims. On the occasion of a demonstration against the
military-style dedication ceremony for the international memorial in
September 1968, French and Belgian CID members initially respond-
ed to young activists with the exclamation: ‘C’est les fascistes!’ (p.
322). As Marcuse stresses, this reaction was symptomatic not only of
the survivors, but also of the German 1945ers. The perception of the
present on both sides of the generational divide in West Germany
was shaped by historical memory, however distorted. Terrorism,
then, was the most extreme form of a misguided rebellion against the
legacy of the past. It simply meant carrying to extremes the ‘accusing
anger of children against the guilty silence of parents’.13

Marcuse does not fail to remind the reader that in some extreme
cases this rebellion was informed by a hefty dose of anti-Semitism,
for example, when Ulrike Meinhof justified PLO terrorism by calling
the murdered Israelis at the Munich Olympics ‘Zionist soldiers mas-
querading as athletes’ (p. 318). Meinhof was not alone. As early as
1967 many West German students shifted their sympathies to the
subjugated Palestinians forced to live under Israeli occupation when
Israel emerged victorious from the Six Day War. Some, as has recent-
ly been shown convincingly, did not even shy away from terrorist
attacks on Jewish targets in the Federal Republic in the aftermath.14

The idea that historical memory not only reflects the social world
but also shapes it in often unexpected and surprising ways is also an
underlying theme of Paul Betts’s recent book, The Authority of Every-
day Objects. Betts has written a cultural history of West German
industrial design, which explores the uses and abuses of modernist
aesthetics in the political and social spheres of post-war West
Germany. The focus here is not on the architecture of public build-
ings or commemorative sites, but primarily on everyday household
commodities such as lamps and furniture, crockery and glassware, as
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well as consumer electronics, and their relationship to history, mem-
ory, and national identity in 1950s West Germany.

For Betts, design rather than architecture and other more tradi-
tional branches of culture became the ‘prime sphere of mythmaking,
identity formation and cultural anxiety’ during a period of ‘nervous
negotiation of past and present’ (pp. 3–4). He identifies a number of
reasons for this. Firstly, as in the other post-fascist nations, Japan and
Italy, in the Federal Republic design culture aided in the establish-
ment of the country’s reputation as a ‘vibrant centre of industrial
modernism’ (p. 3). This was a factor of major importance both for the
export-led ‘economic miracle’ of the 1950s and 1960s, and as diplo-
matic currency in the uphill struggle to rebuild the country’s reputa-
tion abroad, of which politicians like Konrad Adenauer and Ludwig
Erhard were all too aware.

Secondly, modern design objects, such as Hans Gugelot’s and
Dieter Rams’s Braun SK-4 1956 phonograph, ‘Snow White’s coffin’,
for example, although beyond the means of the average West Ger-
man consumer, possessed ‘the magical power to manufacture fetch-
ing images of future prosperity’ (p. 69). In short, they held out the
promise of good times to come. Despite the fact that this pledge had
already been an integral part of Nazi techno-culture, as exemplified,
among other things, in the streamlining of Ferdinand Porsche’s
Volkswagen design, after 1945 it lost nothing of its power to convince
and bind citizens to the new state.15 This was particularly true of the
design of domestic interiors and consumer appliances, as the Bonn
Republic’s legitimacy was based on the idealization of the private
and mundane rather than the public and spectacular. Accordingly,
Marcel Breuer steel tube chairs, Bosch refrigerators, and Braun stere-
os became ‘ciphers of hope, longing and normality’ (p. 7).

Finally, as Betts shows very convincingly, West German design
culture in the 1950s was informed by an aesthetic idealism which was
intended to re-invent consumer durables as distinctive cultural
goods and rid them of their contamination by National Socialism.
This is to say, Betts demonstrates, that German industrial design did
not change significantly from the products of the Bauhaus to Albert
Speer’s Beauty of Labour Bureau, to those advocated and developed
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after the war by the Werkbund, the German Design Council (found-
ed in 1951), and the Ulm Hochschule für Gestaltung. Yet the cultural
meanings attached to the styling of commodities did change dramat-
ically.

As a matter of course these cultural institutions and interest
groups shared a basic belief in anti-fascism and anti-Communism, as
well as the conviction that design should serve the nation’s regener-
ation through some kind of humanist morality. Regarding American-
ization, however, the most powerful force in popular culture after the
war, opinions varied. Attitudes ranged from an outright rejection of
many US models of modernity in Werkbund circles, which included
the above-mentioned architect Werner Wirsing—the streamlined
styling of ‘Detroit Baroque’, for example, was associated with crass
commercialism and thus abhorred as much as the Gelsenkirchen
variety (pp. 87, 93–4)—to the admiration of Otl Aicher, the Ulm
Institute’s founding father, for Charles Eames’s chairs.

Members of the Ulm Institute of Design like Aicher’s wife, Inge,
the surviving sister of the Scholl twins and co-founder of the insti-
tute, in turn, were adamantly opposed to the 1950s Nierentisch style
for home furnishings, which had originated in the design divisions of
department stores rather than in high-brow design schools. For
Scholl, this style, named after the ample use of organic, including
kidney, shapes, was a repackaged version of the Gründerzeit kitsch of
the late nineteenth century, purely decorative, without any deeper
meaning, except for its function of legitimizing the materialism of the
newly rich of the economic miracle years. Nierentisch styling was
diametrically opposed to the Ulm Institute’s critical ethos and
attempt ‘to forge a new progressive industrial culture’ (p. 129) from
the rubble of National Socialism.

Founded by Aicher and Scholl and other ‘1945ers’ in memory of
her murdered siblings, the Hochschule für Gestaltung Ulm (1955–68)
was the last incarnation of the Bauhaus dream of design as radical
reform.16 Like its predecessor, the Ulm Institute was ‘infused with a
grand vision of social reform, based on the reconciliation of art and
life, morality and material culture’ (p. 151). In terms of an overarch-
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ing vision for post-war architecture, photography, and design prod-
ucts, the aesthetics developed at Ulm were intended to negate what
its founders ‘viewed as the Nazi legacy of emotional manipulation
and irrationalism’ (p. 145). This was based on their idealist belief in
the educational powers of reason and rationality, as expressed in a
purely functionalist—as opposed to monumentalizing—aesthetic of
Nazi art and architecture. The sober styling of West German post-
war industrial products, like the Braun range of consumer electron-
ics, was intended to reconcile the spheres of modern technology and
German culture. Importantly, in this context culture was re-conceived
as a ‘new affirmative life power of peace, democracy and tolerance’
(p. 141), a force for the moral regeneration of the German people.

This brings us back to the issue of historical memory. As was to be
expected, Scholl’s attack on the ‘Nierentisch nightmare’ in 1962 was
more than just a critique of a particular style. Rather, it anticipated
the Mitscherlichs’ diagnosis of West German society’s Inability to
Mourn (1967). Accordingly, the consumer hedonism of the Bonn
Republic was interpreted as an escape from ‘working through the
catastrophes of Nazism, the war and the Holocaust’. Materialism and
consumerism were seen as ‘antithetical to collective mourning and
memory work’ (p. 130). In this interpretation then—to close the cir-
cle—the development of a consumer society in the 1950s, which
expressed its tastes in a ‘tasteless’ manner, joined forces with the
‘normalization’ of the past in architecture (Rosenfeld), and the tri-
partite myth of victimization, innocence, and resistance (Marcuse) in
preventing, at least for the time being, honest attempts to come to
terms with the past. 
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